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The purpose of the study is to describe the differential

perception of poverty and upper income areas in Dallas. Groups
of students with contrasting socioeconomic backgrounds were

included in the study. Their perceptions were analyzed as a
function of their socioeconomic backgrounds.

Since poverty has been described as being hidden from

affluent members and since lower strata are characterized as
having local orientation, it might be expected that the upper

class respondents would show both a local and a cosmopolitan

orientation. They would be expected to correctly identify

both their own area and the poverty areas of the city.

In this study the visibility of poverty areas to

affluent residents and the visibility of affluent areas by
lower income groups are studied.

A map of the city using postal zone divisions and some
census tract divisions was constructed. Definitions of

poverty and upper income areas were established on the basis of
U.S. Census data and statistics from the State Welfare De-
partment in Dallas. Students from a North Dallas preparatory



school and a poverty area high school were asked to mark

maps to show locations of areas of poverty and wealth.

In Chapter One, the background of poverty in the

United States is summarized. Hypotheses on typical locations

of poverty and upper income areas are utilized to determine

the pattern of locations of poverty and wealth in Dallas.

In the second chapter, the methodology of the study is

described. Poverty areas were defined as areas having over

five hundred families on state welfare and median incomes

under $4,000. Upper income zones were determined by the

median income of $12,O00 and over. Upper income areas con-

stitute a wedge to the north of the city which expands near

the periphery; poverty areas form a semi-circle to the south

of center.

Chapter Three presents the findings and conclusions.

The prep students marked more areas of the city and were

almost as correct in identifying poverty areas as in identi-

fying the upper income areas. Their responses show that

they recognize the diverse areas of the city to a greater

extent than do poverty students. Students from the poverty

area identified their own area and two adjacent ones most

often. These three areas are in the same homogeneous wedge

of poverty. Identification of these areas indicates a

distinctly local orientation for poverty area students.

The study concludes that prep school students show

both local and cosmopolitan orientations to the city of



Dallas, while poverty area students are most aware of their

own neighborhoods.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Study

Based upon responses from students from two high schools,

a non-public college-preparatory school in north Dallas

(hereinafter referred to as prep school) and a public high

school in a poverty area of south Dallas, the purpose of this

study is to describe the differential perceptions of poverty

and upper-income areas in Dallas. In addition, it is an

effort to analyze these perceptions as a function of the

socioeconomic backgrounds of the respondents and the degree

of visibility of poverty.

The Visibility of Poverty in the U. S.

It has been noted that poverty in the United States has

changed both qualitatively and quantitatively in the two

decades which followed the Second World War. The widespread

affluence of this period is said to entail a minority poverty

in contrast with the majority poverty of the Depression. A
lack of consciousness on the part of the affluent majority

imparts to the new minority poverty a quality of hopelessness

of fixity which was not typical of earlier poverties in America.
The Depression poverty of the 1930's was a majority

poverty, shared and highly visible; consequently, a major
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incentive for social action to remedy the situation prevailed.

then which does not characterize the new minority poverty

today.

Prior to World War I, poverty in the United States had

its locus in "slums of hope" which were populated by immigrant

groups from foreign nations. Poverty in the United. States

was a temporary experience for them; these groups were suc-

cessively incorporated into the American economy as it expanded

until 1929. Some of the foreign immigrants to America either

chose to stay or were left behind in the slums. Most were

fortunate. But the Negro immigrant to cities, who replaced

the foreign migrant with the changed immigration laws, was

forced to remain in less than adequate neighborhoods despite

new opportunities for income. The prevalence of residential

segregation in the United States acts to keep the Negro in

poverty areas even when his class status has improved.

To equate blackness and poverty is a mistake, however,

since most of the current poor are white. Yet, the black

man occupies a unique position as a component of modern

poverty since he often cannot buy his way out of the slum.

The issue of a new and hidden type of poverty in America

having been raised, the new poverty is studied in an effort

to test the visibility of this poverty to the affluent

majority. To do this, poverty must be defined both con-

ceptually and operationally.
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Michael Harrington, in The Other America,l pointed out
that the United States harbors a new kind of poverty since
the 1950's which is essentially unnoticed in the midst of
plenty and which is, indeed, hidden from view. The new

poverty is inarticulate: as unheard as it is unseen.

Several factors contribute to the suggested lack of

visibility of the new poverty. Beauty acts as a mask for

poverty in rural areas: the tourist passing through the

Ozarks or Appalchia sees only picturesque settings and not

the deprivation of the area. Clothing, mass produced and

readily available, erases both the workingman and the poor

from sight. Highways and expressways are routed over or

around slum areas so that they are not so highly visible as
they were before the automobile replaced mass transit. The
aged poor are immobile, spending much of their time indoors

and out of public view. Blackness of skin, while not reliably
so, is the most telling indicator of poverty in the 1970's,

Finally, the very terminology used by John Kenneth Galbraith
when he first mentioned the new quality of poverty has con-

tributed to the discounting of the scope of the problem in
the United States. He presented a portrait of the United

States as "the affluent society." In painting the picture
of postwar prosperity, he did not neglect to mention the
"pockets" or "islands" of poverty which continued to exist,

1 Michael Harrington, The Other America (Baltimore,1963). e



but by his choice of words, he underplayed the significance

of the new poverty.2

In The Affluent Society, Galbraith called attention to
different kinds of poverty which he called "case poverty"

and "insular poverty." Case poverty is individual, resulting

usually from illness or bad fortune; having an individual

cause, it is amenable to individual cure. Insular poverty,

however, is aggregate poverty of a qualitatively different

nature than poverty in America before the Second World War.

The aggregate poverty is stubborn, resisting cure, and involv-

ing itself in an infinite regression from generation to

generation. Lack of aspiration is a crucial element in the

new poverty, and the hope which characterized earlier poverty

is missing.

While Harrington and Galbraith are in substantial agree-

ment on the vicious circularity of insular poverty, Harrington

notes that the new poverty is no small problem and cannot be

relegated to "pockets" or "islands," insignificant to the

prosperous majority. Estimates of the number of people

living in poverty vary with arbitrary definitions of minimal

income and different cost of living indices for selected

cities. After examining various definitions and estimates

in a Statistical Appendix to his book, Harrington concludes

that poverty in the United States involves some 30,000,000 to

2 John K. Galbraith, The Affluent Societ (Cambridge,Massachusetts, 1958).
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40,000,000 people. In his view, the problem of poverty cannot

be defined in simple, statistical terms;3 lack of hope and

aspiration are crucial elements. He notes, for example, that

even raising a cut-off point to allow for increases in the

cost of living does not make any allowance for progress over

a period of time. Movement toward a higher standard of

living is not figured into poverty cut-offs.

All of the estimates in Harrington's Statistical Appendix

deal with substantial fractions of the total U. S. population.

The number of poor range from a 32,000,000 to 60,000,000.

Such figures, Harrington believes, do not confirm theories of
complacency which hold that poverty is in pockets, non-white

and rural.5

The new poverty is being compounded by the tolerance of
a majority who are not confronted with a view of poverty in

their daily lives and are content to ignore or be unaware of

the magnitude of the problem.

Poverty, of course, is not new, and the so-called new

poverty has a residual from the old poverty: the early

foreign immigrants who failed to escape the slums and the

children and grandchildren of these early failures; the Negro
migrant to cities who faces discrimination in housing and who,

3 Harrington, p. 17.

4 bid., pp. 172-177.

5Ibid., p. 186.
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until very recently, faced discrimination in hiring practices

and education.

New additions to poverty are the young who are born in
slums and who comprise a sizable proportion of those in

poverty; the semi-skilled, unskilled and skilled laborers

who lose jobs with the advance of technology; and citizens

who reach the age of sixty-five, and whose income is reduced
drastically by retirement.

The central concern of this study is with the concen-

tration of what may be considered "hard-core" poverty

regardless of age: areas of the city in which more than five-
hundred families receive state welfare payments and incomes
are under $4,O 4. Of the thirty-seven postal zones in Dallas,
nine--approximately one-fourth--are areas of heavy concen-

trations of poverty. Postal zones differ in size, but roughly
one-fourth of the land area of the city of Dallas is included
in these nine particular postal zones. The zones are con-
tiguous, forming a small circle around the Central Business

District and expanding widely to the South of downtown in a
rough approximation of a semi-circle. The size and bulk of
the area in Dallas which may be considered a poverty area is
congruent with Harrington's estimate of one-fourth to one-
third of the nation in poverty, but not with the notion

that poverty exists only in pockets or islands, scattered

about. The location of the Dallas poverty area is congruent
with Harrington's theme that the new poverty is not highly



visible since it is almost completely to the south of an
imaginary center line through the city near the downtown
area. The affluent north Dallasite does not regularly travel
any further south than the downtown area.

The old or "majority poverty" was a cause for action and
interest. It was characterized by hope that action would. cul-
minate in the fruition of dreams. This was true both of the
majority depression experience and the experience of ethnic
minorities who immigrated to slums of hope and stayed only
temporarily on the way to a better life.

In the thirties, misery was general, the decisive social
experience of the entire society.6 An elan and spirit grew
out of deep crisis, and social reform was a watchword. With
the improvement of the economy, most of the nation escaped
this old poverty. Legislation was designed to alleviate
social and economic problems, but has helped the middle third
more than the poor for whom it was ostensibly designed.

Labor unions aid the working man, for example, but not the
worker involved in temporary, shifting occupational groups
which are not covered by minimum wage laws and which have no
organized unions. Laundry workers, hospital workers, fry
cooks, waiters, and hotel employees, to name the most promi-
nent, are the most poorly paid, unstable occupations. The
homeless men of the Chicago area depend on these temporary

6 bd., p. 15.

7
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jobs, as well as on severe and dangerous labor jobs, for

livelihood.7 These characteristics may be shared. with other

homeless men throughout the nation. In contrast, the lower

middle and upper lower class workers are highly protected. by

unions, minimum wage laws, right to work acts and unemploy-

ment benefits.

The home owner benefits from income tax deductions on

mortage payments and FHA loans. It is the middle class and

the potential middle class (upper lower) who have become

highly conscious of their rights and have organized to pro-

tect their interests politically. Poverty dwellers are

hardly conscious that they have rights and do not know how

to go about protecting them; they have neither adequate

knowledge, nor money, nor political implementation to achieve

equity in society. The era of "bossism" and organized

political action in slums has passed with the passing of the

old immigrant slums. The majority social action of depression

poverty passed with the coming of affluence.

The connection between majority affluence and the rem-

nants of poverty is an interesting one. A study of advanced

nations in Europe and the United States showed class con-

sciousness to be inversely related to the Gross National

Product, so that when times are good, people are less aware

of class differences, of poverty and deprivation. Conversely,

?The Homeless Man on Skid Row, The Tenants RelocationBureauCity of Chicago T hTgo, 1961).



when the GNP of a country is low, distinctions in the distri-
bution of wealth are more likely to be noticed.8  This is
precisely the phenomenon to which both Harrington and Galbraith
refer when they describe the majority poverty of the decade
of the thirties, and the minority deprivation of the fifties
and sixties which is apprehended only vaguely, if at all,
by most of the nation.

Daniel Seligman points out that

In this second decade of postwar prosperity, ina time of steadily advancing living standards,the slum problem of our great cities is worsen-ing. Today some 17 million Americans live indwellings that are beyond rehabilitation--decayed
dirty, rat infested, without decent heat or lightor plumbing. The problem afflicts all our metro-politan cities . . . but it is most severe in thebiggest, richest,most industrialized cities. InHouston, one of the newest and wealthiest of U. S.cities; in San Francisco, widely acclaimed as thebest place in the country to live . . . in all thesecities and a great many more the number of peoplecrowded into slums is growing faster than thepopulation of the city as a whole. Block by block,the slums are spilling out into once respectableneighborhoods as the middle class leaves for sub-urbia. Only a few years ago there were highhopes that the problem was about to be licked onceand for all. Under the Title I program of the 1949Housing Act. . . . That program is now stuck ondead center,9

Prosperity has not significantly resulted in the
demolition and replacement of decayed housing. Lawrence
Friedman points out that monies made available through

8Seymour Lipset and Natalie Rogoff, "Class Opportunityin Europe and the U. S.: Some Myths and What the StatisticsShow," Commentary, XVIII (December, 1954), 562-568.
9Daniel Seligman, "The Enduring Slums," The EMetropolis, The Editors of Fortune (New York, 955), 11-132.

9
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government plans benefit the upper two-thirds more than the

poor they were designed to help.10 Fried man's description
of the removal of eyesores in New York, Nashville and Saint

Louis illustrates the process of urban renewal as it mis-

carries from the poor.

Urban redevelopment programs tend to be either con-

struction- or clearance-oriented. Early limitations on

loans by land-use of the 1954 Housing Act have been cir-
cumvented, as in New York, to rid an area of high visibility

of its eyesores and to replace them with more publicly

oriented buildings such as coliseums. Replacement housing

gets lost in shuffles for HIHA and (now) HUD grants.

The remedy is to eliminate these "dismal districts"as quickly as possible. In fact, many projects
do "seem to be chosen for show." In any case--whether a project is chosen for show, for com-merdial reasons, in that particular area is nota central concern of the program.ll

Clearance oriented programs tend to produce high

densities in other low rent areas and lead eventually to
housing blight and new and worse slums. They do relieve

the landscape so that the middle class may go in peace on
journeys to work and play in the Central Business District

and so that the visitor to a city is not immediately struck

by signs of blight and decay.12

10Lawrence M. Friedman, Government and Slum Housin(Chicago, 1968), p. 155.
11 Ibid., p. 156. 12Ibid., p. 156-
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Friedman's description of slum clearance, both in moti-

vation and in effect, offers good support for Harrington's

claim that today's poor are kept out of sight, swept under

the rug of the city in its concern for appearances. Of the

two major approaches to the solution of poverty problems,

the social-cost approach clearly supersedes the welfare

approach in this respect.

Today's poor are the first poor that politicians can

disregard since they are a numerical minority. In speaking

of vacant-land solutions to slum clearance, Friedman says,

It is believed to be political suicide. . .. Thepublic will support decent housing for the Negro
and the dependent poor if they will stay in
their place, geographically speaking. Otherwise,
all deals are off.13

The poor are "in a bind" both socially and geographically.

For whatever reasons--either personal inadequacies or simply

being in the wrong place at the wrong time--they did not

move up in society, they are now caught up in poverty and

expected to stay in their place.

Sentiments toward the poor have traditionally run to

either sympathy for their plight, the welfare approach, or

moral judgments of their failure, the social-cost approach.

Moral judgments and the social-cost approach predominate

over sympathy and the welfare approach in America. When the
majority can succeed, the belief that success for some is

not possible is difficult to sustain. Laziness or corruption

131bid. , p. 126.

.e. ,



are postulated by the virtuous American as the qualities

responsible for poverty conditions.

It is a blow to reform and the political hopesof the poor that the middle class no longer
understands that poverty exists, Biut, perhapsmore important, the poor are losing their linkswith the great world . . . the other America isbecoming increasingly populated by those who donot belong to anybody or anything. They are nolonger participants in an ethnic culture fromthe old country; they are less and less religious;they do not belong to unions or clubs. They arenot seen. . . . Their horizons have become moreand more restricted; they see one another, ndthat means they see little reason to hope.1

The social cost and welfare approaches to slum clearance
have been in sharp conflict in the Fair Park area in Dallas
for thirteen years. Plans of civic leaders to clear the
blight from the area surrounding the park and to expand park-
ing and other facilities have met with continuing, organized
resistance from Fair Park homeowners and sympathetic supporters
from outside the area. The social cost point of view appears

to have superseded welfare considerations, since major con-
cerns have been clearing shanty housing where parking in
front yards has been a source of income to residents and to
purchase homes at prices the city could afford. Fair value
for the land has been an issue and block partnerships have
been formed with help from outside the poverty to insure
that homeowners receive sufficient price for their property
to allow replacement. As pointed out previously, the matter
has been widely publicized so that this particular area can

1 4 Harrington, p. 18.

12



be considered highly "visible" to Dallas area residents of
all social classes who use mass media. Despite the attention
paid to this one small fraction of the poverty area of Dallas,
the overall picture of poverty is not so clear to the public.
Disputes between social cost and welfare approaches in the
building of low-cost housing for the poor are not nearly so
well publicized, although they are of comparable duration in
Dallas to the thirteenm'year Fair Park controversy. It is
through meager attention to housing projects and through
reports of crime that the poverty areas of west Dallas and
south Dallas typically receive publicity. Still, the largest
part of poverty remains unnamed, unknown, and unreported in
Dallas.

Clothing, which is mass produced, enables the poor to
look more like everybody else than ever before in history.
With no sumptuary laws, clothing discarded whimsically by
the affluent is passed down to the poor. Fashion is said to
"trickle down" and current styles are reproduced cheaply for
the poor.15  Clothing comparable to that worn by the upper
two-thirds is within reach in a way that comparable education,
housing, nutrition, and job opportunities are not.

Harrington comments that it is almost as if Americans
had handed out "costumes" to the poor in the age of affluence
so that their appearance would not be bothersome. The

15Bernard Barber and Lyle S. Lobel, "'Fashion' inWomen's Clothes and the American Social System," SocialFocs 31(1952), 124-131,

13



installation of in-plant lockers for change of work

clothing has virtually erased the laboring class from view
in manufacturing cities. Increasingly, it becomes difficult

to distinguish the class status of Americans by their
clothing, particularly in casual and business attire.

David Caplovitz found that the women in his poverty

sample tended to buy clothing downtown more often than

other items, and more often than the men in the sample,

who were content to purchase clothing in the neighborhood 6

There is a strong tendency for the poor to restrict shopping

to neighborhood stores. The special effort to own clothing

might mask a poverty status. Clothing and the poor in

Dallas has not been investigated; there is nothing to sug-

gest that Harrington's observations cannot be extended to
describe the Dallas poor.

Transportation restricts the horizons of both the
affluent and the poor. The poor cannot often afford

to own cars and are restricted to public transit and
to their own neighborhoods. The lack of ownership of cars
restricts job opportunities for the poor, contributing to
the vicious circularity of poverty. The middle and upper
thirds use private transportation routes built around or
over poverty areas, restricting the view of areas which
are blighted or decayed.

1 6 David Caplovitz, The Poor Pa More (New York,1967).

14
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Dr. Emilio C. Venezian said,

. . . most public transportation systems do not
provide a reliable way to and. from work for much
of the urban poor.

In our society, you almost have to be able
to drive in order to be able to work.l?

In Dallas, motor buses still go through the slum areas

near the Central Business District, but it is the poorer

people who ride them. Ridership peaks at a family income

of $1,500, decreasing until $4,000 where it drops very

sharply to between zero and ten per cent use.18 Clearly,

it is the poor who ride public transit through the slums;

the middle and upper income groups take advantage of their

own automobiles to make daily trips.

The regional transit study for the Dallas-Fort Worth

area shows that only 14.5 per cent of personal trips to

the central business district in 1964 were by transit.

When compared to the 38.5 per cent of trips in the year

1950 made by transit, the decreasing visibility of the

poor from bus windows is clearly demonstrated. 1 9

In 1964, seventy-four per cent of the Dallas population

lived within walking distance (one-fourth mile) of transit

routes and rush hour headways on major lines are as close as

three minutes, but only 3.1 per cent of all trips were made

by transit. By 1985, only 1.6 per cent of all trips were

17Dallas Morn News, December 30, 1970, p. 1.
1 8 Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Transportation Study(Austir, Texas Highway Department, 1966),P_08_0

19Ibid.
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expected to be made by transit so that visibility of slums

from transit carriers can be expected to be less and less
with time. The situation is not peculiar to Dallas, but is
characteristic of American cities where 82 million motor

vehicles compete with public transit.

The public transit routes in Dallas do not extend beyond
the city limits and there are no inter-urban lines, so that
the suburban resident in Dallas is not likely to glimpse the
slums on his trips to town. A suggestion to develop "park

and ride" stations close to freeways in an effort to boost
ridership rather than fares was suggested by Dallas Public

Transit Board Chairman E. 0. Cartwright in January. Cartwright
commented "that where such park and ride stations have been

tried they have not significantly increased patronage."20

The suburbanite, the north Dallasite, in fact, anyone who

can afford to is likely to continue to use his private auto-
mobile rather than transit for convenience, at least in the

near future.

The number of transit riders in Dallas peaked in the
1940ts due to wartime restrictions on tires, gasoline, build-
ing, automobile manufacture and adequate roads. Blight was
more visible and more usual during the war years. After the
war, the building and automobile industries experienced boom
years, and the picture-window view of the world became the
norm for all those who could afford it.

2 0 Dallas Morning News, January 8, 1971, p. 1.
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The affluent increasingly make trips both local and

cross-country by motor car and highways and expressways

avoid the slums. A study by S. Kirk Dansereau concludes

that the routing of highways increases rather than decreases

the value of the land fronting the highway's access, so

that business use takes over what may have been dilapidated

dwellings by the side of the new road.21 Blight, then, is

not the typical view of the highway traveller, even though

he may be accosted by the sight of a flourishing junk-yard

here and there. Beautification programs have been instigated

to eliminate junk-yards and litter from the American land-

scape as viewed from the highway. In the city, expressways

tend to pass over slum areas. In Dallas, a group from the

Spence community organized and successfully fought an express-

way overpass in their neighborhood. The North Dallas Tollway,

passing through some of the most affluent areas of Dallas,

employed a more expensive type of excavated construction, and

the Spence group argued for their rights in the matter. They

felt an overpass would increase blight in their area and per-

haps contribute to an increase in crime. The fact that the

Spence group was able to organize and to win its fight against

the overpass may be indicative of a growing political voice

of the poverty groups.22

215. Kirk Dansereau, "Some Implications of Modern High-ways for Community Ecology," Studies in Human Ecology editedby George A. Theodorson (Evanston, Illinois, 1961)p. 175.
22Dallas Morning News, November 7, 1970, p. 1.
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Harrington's estimate of the number of people living

in poverty today is about one-fourth of the total popu-

lation of the United States. Negroes comprise only about

one-tenth of the total population. It is not possible to

equate poverty and blackness of skin. Most of the current

poor are white. But, blackness of skin may be taken as a

telling indicator if not of poverty, then at least of

inadequat e housing.

Economic opportunities for Negroes have expanded,

although not in step with opportunities for whites. If

present trends continue, the Negro will begin to approach

economic parity with whites by the year 2000.23 But

money often cannot buy the way out of the Negro ghetto

into better housing.

Segregation indices, which measure separation of com-

ponents of the population, are typically high in the United

States. Such indices have values between seventy and. one

hundred., The mean index value for one hundred sixty-eight

central cities of Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas

in Taeuber and Taeuber's study of Negroes in Cities is

86.8 as of 1960. In the nine independent cities of the

Taeuber study, the segregation index is higher: 89.5; for
the thirty suburbs studied, it is lower: 8 2 .3.24

23Harrington, p. 73.
2 4Karl E. Taeuber and Alma Taeuber, Neroes in Cities(Chicago, 1965), p. 58.
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A segregation index indicates the per cent of blacks

who would have to move in order to achieve a random distri-

bution of black and white accordingly as percentages of each

group are represented in the population. A segregation

index of one (one-hundred) represents total separation of,

in this case, blacks and whites, while a segregation index

of zero would represent a completely random dispersal of

the two populations throughout the city and no segregation.

Taeuber and Taeuber state:

In Dallas, the only other "new" Southern city
included in the Inventory . . . Negroes in 1959
occupied 18,396 units which had been constructed
during the decade, compared to only 5,743 units
which had been occupied by whites in 1950.
Thus, neighborhood racial change in "new" Southern
cities is primarily a function of new construction.
Declines in tract percentages Negro (Displacement
tracts) are the result of new construction for
whites or selective demolition, not the transfer
of existing units from Negro to white occupancy.
Similarly, succession or increases in tract
percentages Negro in these cities are primarily
the result of new construction for Negroes.25
While segregation decreased in the North during the

decade of the sixties, it may have increased in the South.

"New" patterns of segregation are revealed by tracing dif-

fering residential distribution of whites and Negroes among

component parts of an entire area, taking the metropolitan

area as the unit of analysis instead of just the incor-

porated city. Quoting Morton Grodzins, the Taeubers

describe the "new" pattern:

251bid., p. 194.
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The white and non-white citizens of the U. S. are
being sorted out in a new pattern of segregation.
In each of the major urban centers the story is
the same: the better-off white families are moving
out of the central cities into the suburbs; the
ranks of the poor who remain are being swelled by
Negroes from the South. This trend threatens to
transform the cities into slums, largely inhabited
by Negroes, ringed about with predominantly white
suburbs.2 6

The curtailment of foreign immigration allowed a spurt

of Negro migration northward and to the cities to fulfill

labor demands brought about by shortages of immigrants from

foreign countries. The initial influx started about the

time of the First World War and became a steady stream of

migration of Negroes from rural areas to cities, and from

the South to the North.

Negro migrants, like earlier foreign migrants, located

in cities in areas of cheap rents.

There are gradients in residential land use,
with persons of lower socioeconomic status
living closer to the central business district.
Just as metropolitan Negroes tend to live in the
central city, so might it be anticipated that
within the central city, Negro residential areas
would tend to be centrally located.27

Positive centralization indices from fifty of fifty-one

cities in the study using 1940 data confirm the hypothesized

pattern of non-white centralization in the Taeuber's work.

Centralization, then, is a strong component of segregation.

261bid., p. 55.

27Ibid., p. 62.
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Further, there appears to be noticeable regularity both in
uneven distribution of Negroes and whites among the concentric
zones expanding outward from the central city, and uneven
distribution within each of the zones as well.2 8

In 1960 eighty per cent of the Negro population lived

in central cities, and twenty per cent lived in the rings,

Negroes composed seventeen per cent of the population of

central cities and only somewhat less than five per cent of
population outside central cities. Negroes tend to be

excluded from suburbs, and their rapid urbanization has con-
tributed to their over-representation inside rather than

outside central cities. In Dallas, some "marble-caking" on
a upper class basis exists in the affluent area of north

Dallas, but more typical are the separate neighborhoods for
Negroes such as Hamilton Park near Forest Lane and North

Central Expressway, and an area near DuPont Circle in south
Dallas. The more prosperous, upwardly mobile Negroes of

the community live in these "show" areas, still residentially

segregated from whites. The twenty census tracts with the

highest per cent non-white population (Negro) form a wedge

shape from approximately the center of the city and. extending
about halfway to the Dallas city limits on the south and east
perimeters of the city. The twenty tracts with highest per.

centages of Latin Americans are distributed in another wedge

28I _d., p. 63.
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to the west and near north of the Central Business District.29

Both of the populations, Latin American and Negro, are found

in high concentrations in the Postal Zones defined as poverty

areas of Dallas. While "the majority of the poor in America

are white . . . nonwhite minorities suffer from the most in-

tense and concentrated impoverishment of any single group."3 0

Both nationally and locally, the Negro, highly visible

because of color, is siphoned from view into segregated

residential areas which are too often blighted. While his

color makes him visible, his place of residence keeps him

out of sight and "in his place." Lawrence Friedman takes

issue with Harrington on the visibility of the poor, albeit

in a minor way:

There are, of course, still ghettos in the cities;
but the people of the ghettos roam the streets
at will. They need return home only to sleep;
they do not have to stay put as they once did.
Michael Harrington has argued that the "millions
who are poor . . . tend to become increasingly in-
visible." In one sense, at least, he may be wrong.
Teenage gangs do ride the subways; skid row bums
do stagger in the shadow of skyscrapers; unemployed
Negroes do riot in the streets. Some of the problempoor are all too visible in the middle-class masses.31

The purpose of the thesis is not to argue the visibility

of the poor, but to test it.

Dallas made early attempts to integrate schools gradually

and may have forestalled rioting. As the situation now stands,

2 9 Lewis Rhodes and Morton King, Dallas Population Hand-book: 1960, Urban Studies Project (Dallas, Texas, )962),T. 17.
30Harrington, p. 185.
31Lawrence Friedman, Slum Housn, p. 6.
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the Richardson School Districtwhich includes Hamilton Park,

the Negro residential area mentioned earlier, has made more

drastic moves to integrate schools. The Negro High School

in Hamilton Park was closed and students are bussed to pre-

dominantly white high schools in Richardson. Hamilton Park

is located within the city limits of Dallas but in the

Richardson School District. The action taken in this area

seems to integrate effectively, while the "neighborhood con-

cept" keeps a central city high school in Dallas essentially

segregated.

For most whites in the Dallas area, the black population

is a "daytime" population. Busloads of Negro women may be

observed going to work as maids in north Dallas and in

department stores in the area. Carloads more typically

commute to jobs in outlying plants engaged in light manu-

facturing. The working Negroes who appear daily are nicely

dressed and inoffensively groomed: they do not appear to

live in some of the most wretched homes in the city, but

chances are, they do. The really poor Negro may never

leave the ghetto at all.

The new poverty is of a different quality where

aspiration does not prevail and dreams of advancement are

often futile. Whereas the early immigrants to America

huddled together in slums of hope, the new slum dwellers are

more apt to huddle around expensive television sets. David
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Caplovitz has shown that the poor spend a large portion of

their incomes for home entertainment: expensive television

sets, high-fidelity phonographs and radios. Since hope is

lacking, "compensatory consumption" sets in. The poor do

consume goods, and possibly their consumption is an effort

to assuage their misery. They do not own automobiles to
nearly the extent that they own devices for home enter-

tainment; so it may be assumed that the poor spend time with

their home entertainmentt. 2

Caplovitz studies the shopping scope of the poor using

a mixed sample of Puerto Ricans, Negroes and whites who were

of high consumption age. Shopping in this mixed poverty

sample was often done in the neighborhood, confirming a

tendency for today's poor to be relatively out of sight of

the more prosperous. A number of reasons contribute to in-

the-neighborhood shopping.

If the poor are invisible, they are not invisible to

everyone, for a certain class of merchants locates in poverty

areas to serve the poor. These merchants make credit

available to people who would have difficulty establishing

and maintaining credit elsewhere. The poor person finds

saving enough money to make a major purchase difficult,

according to Caplovitz, and appreciates the local merchant

for extending credit. Regardless of merchandising practices

32Caplovitz, The Poor F IMore.
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which sometimes cheat the consumer, the poverty dweller con-

tinues to patronize the local merchant. Local merchants are

said to let payments lapse for a time if there is known

illness or trouble, and will settle for small monthly pay-

ments on a running account. Neighborhood grocery stores, as

well as furniture and appliance stores, keep running accounts

enabling poor families to charge groceries, asking a higher

price for goods in return for this service. The quality of

goods and meats and produce may be inferior, but whether or

not the poor are taken advantage of by this system of mer-

chandising is moot. The fact that the poor consumer does a

great deal of his shopping close to home in his own poverty

neighborhood is central to the thesis of the unvisible poor.

Scope of shopping varied in the Caplovitz study with

about forty-two per cent of the sample showing moderate to

marked in-neighborhood shopping, and fifty-eight per cent

moderate to marked out-of-the-neighborhood shopping. Amount

of consumer activity, language and color are variables which

affect the scope of shopping for durables. Puerto Ricans

shop close to home oftener than whites or Negroes in the

sample. Appliances and clothing are bought out of the

neighborhood in about fifty per cent of the cases, while

food shopping tends to be restricted to the neighborhood.33

An earlier study (1960) by Marie Jahoda, Paul

Lazarsfeld, and Hans Zeisel of the unemployed in Marienthal,

3 3 Ibid., p. 54.
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investigated scope of shopping also. In speaking of the

Jahoda study, Caplovitz says:

They noticed that lower-class families tended to
limit their shopping to stores within a narrow
radius. This, they concluded, was part of a
more general tendency toward a restricted "life-
space" or "effective scope" that characterizes
lower-class people.34

Jahoda, Lazarsfeld, and Zeisel commented:

The poor consumer is less psychologically mobile,
less active, more inhibited in his behavior than
the well-to-do consumer. The radius of stores
he considers for possible purchases is always
smaller. The poorer people more often buy at the
same store. . . . Their food habits are more
rigid and less subject to seasonal variations.
. . . It is part of this reduction in effective
scope that the interest in other than essential
details is lost; the requirements in regard to
quality, appearance and other features of
merchandise are the less specific and frequent
the more we deal with consumers from lower social
strata.35

A great deal of shopping by poor people is not done in

the neighborhood but in the home, a still more restricted

space. Those who lack credit in the neighborhood store

or who have difficulty with language often shop at home

from "peddlers." The "peddlers" are often considered family

friends and maintain consumer relationships with slum

families from generation to generation. Impulse buying and

the informal relationships which peddlers maintain help to

institutionalize at-home buying in poverty areas. The slum

shopper is not a "comparison" shopper and often pays more to

34Ibid., p. 49. 351bid., p. 490
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buy at home, but the close human contact with the peddler

may compensate for the primary ties which may be lacking in

poverty areas. Puerto Ricans and migrants from countries

less advanced than the United States may be accustomed to

more informal, primary relationships and enjoy their pseudo-

intimacy with peddlers who come to the door to "befriend"

them, And, whereas the foreign migrant to modern slums may

not speak English fluently nor be able to communicate well

in a larger social setting, the peddler helps him to make

his wishes known in an informal setting.

Whatever the reasons for the poverty dweller to restrict

his shopping to neighborhood outlets, whether economic in

the need for low down payments and easy credit or emotional

in the seeking of primary ties with the peddler, the fact

remains that poor people do a great deal of their shopping

close to home. The poor people included in the Caplovitz

study in New York have shopping habits which correspond to

a national sample of consumption in America. The poor do

consume goods, but they tend to do it out of sight of society

at large.

The territorial arrangement is socially protective to

slum residents. Suttles comments that "the early work of

Park and Burgess on 'natural areas' . . . was so couched in

physicalistic terminology that it drew undue criticism" and

notes that more recent efforts have been interested in
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structural rather than territorial grouping in the study of

spatial distributions. 36

In slum neighborhoods territorial aggregation
usually precedes any common social framework for
assuring orderly relations. Ethnic invasion,
the encroachment of industry, and economic con-
ditions constantly reshuffle slum residents and
relocate them around new neighbors. Since they
lack obvious grounds for assuming mutual trust
. . . social relations can be restricted to
permit only the safest ones. Families can with-
draw to their households where they see only
close relatives, Age grading along with sex
and ethnic segregation are maneuvers that will
avoid . . . conflict and exploitation. Remaining
in close proximity to the household cuts down on
the range of anonymity and reduces the number of
social relations. ?

Another protective device, not spatial, is the close inquiry

into past history and personal character of neighbors. This

intimate communication acts to produce the primary ordering

relations of slum areas which prevail over formal, impersonal

standards of worth.

William Michelson, in Man and His Urban Environment,

describes two different life styles which he calls local and

cosmopolitan. While the status of higher level of social

class may entail both local and cosmopolitan orientations,

the lower socio-economic classes usually have only local

orientations.

The local life style is characterized by limited

horizons: the standards of this group are local standards,

3 6 Gerald D. Suttles, The Social Order of the Slum
(Chicago, Illinois, 1968),~p P6-8

37Ibid., p. 8.
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and other people are evaluated on the basis of idiosyncratic

knowledge instead of broad standards.3 8 The rich have the

means to expand their horizons, which is not to say that

the rich necessarily avail themselves of all possibilities.

Many of the more prosperous may elect a local life style,

orienting themselves to home and neighborhood, community

affairs, while others may choose to combine local and cosmo-

politan life styles, spending time and interest on travel and

world concerns as well as in homely pursuits. The point is

that the rich have a choice and the poor do not: the poor

have little means with which to enlarge their scope of move-

ment an interest except for the escapism of the mass media.

The local life style, then, is liable to be embraced by

either rich or poor, but it is more typical of the poor.

What Melvin Webber terms "community without propinquity"

is more typical of the upper classes, increasing as special-

ization increases. The world become the "neighborhood" of

the specialist whose services are in demand, for example, a

heart surgeon or a physicist. Rapid transportation and

communication make the world the community of the cosmopolitan.

On professional as well as economic grounds, the lower classes

are nonspecialized in their training and abilities and there-

fore local in their contacts. At the most cosmopolitan

level there are few people, specialists. Webber's projected

3 8 William H. Michelson, Man and His Urban Environment
(Reading, Massachusetts, 1970T
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curve expands outward to the poor participants in lower

class culture.39

Ralph Thomlison points out that

All cities are divided into parts distinguished
by race, nationality, religion, or other char-
acteristics of their residents; some of these
parts are far more meaningful to their residents
than is the city as a whole.

And Michelson agrees that

People know parts of cities. They are familiar
with the areas in which they live, where theymeet people, where they shop, where they
work. 1

Herbert Gans notices that

People have their pwn orbits which exclude
dissimilar people.' 2

The orbit of the more prosperous citizen may be the world as

a member of the "jet set" or an orbit which includes both

summer and winter residences and a scope of activity to suit

each season. While the cosmopolitan may be familiar with a

broader area, he may still restrict himself to an orbit in

which he does not encounter poverty. The poor are restricted

by lack of funds, transportation, knowledge, and even, per-

haps, interest in the world beyond the ghetto. There is

substantial agreement that people know some parts of cities

39Melvin M. Webber, "The Urban Place and Nonplace UrbanRealm," Explorations into Urban Structure, edited by MelvinWebber and others Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1964),

.3 Ralph Thomlinson, Urban Structure (New York, 1969),p. 313.

4llichelson, p. 46. 42Ibid., p. 46.
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better than others, or than the city as a whole.k3 The

identification of areas in Dallas might suggest that the

upper middle class sample more familiar with their own domain

in north Dallas, and the students from the inner-city school

more knowledgeable about their local area. It is important

to note, however, that education may intervene in the case

of the upper middle class sample, since superior education

and broader societal and community knowledge are more typical,

if not of the upper-class local, at least of the upper-class

cosmopolitan.

While slums have been interpreted as areas of social

disorganization, Gist and Fava comment that what appears to

be disorganization may simply be a different form of social

organization.

As Whyte points out, human behavior in the slum
may be as highly organized and social controls
quite as effective as in a fashionable suburb,
except that the slum residents may not always
conform to middle css standards of propriety
and respectability.

Ecological organization of the city separates social

class areas. Whether by choice or by social fiat, cities are

made up of neighborhoods which are more or less homogeneous.

Housing in an area seeks the level of housing already built;

houses lower in value bring down values and houses much

43Ibid., p. 167.

44Noel Gist and Sylvia Fava, Urban So (New York,
1964), p. 179.
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higher than the norm for an area cannot command their full

price because of inferior surroundings. Poverty areas

suffer neglect, overcrowding, blight and decay as a unit in

the temporal process of a city's growth. Areas take on their

own characteristics, expressive of the social class of their

occupants. Slums are readily discernible when viewed. by the

naked eye. "Paper" slums do not make nearly the impression

that the social fact does per se. The question posed by the

thesis, then, is the visibility of poverty areas to upper

middle class residents as opposed to residents of the

poverty areas themselves. A question is included requesting

identification of upper income areas in Dallas as a check on

knowledge of the city as a whole.

Relevant Aspects of Poverty in Dallas

The pattern of poverty and upper economic residential

areas is a combination of sector and concentric zones.

Wedges starting near the center of the city and. expanding

outward are characterized by high concentrations of Mexican-

Americans to the west, Negroes to the south, and upper income

residences to the north.

The entire poverty area shows a semi-concentric type

pattern when white, Mexican-American and Negro sectors are

considered together. The "semi-circle" of poverty is located

to the south of center of the city. To the north, Highland

Park and University Park, and Turtle Creek, upper class
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residential areas which are not far from downtown by present

city size, have expanded in a radial line to the north. The

pattern results in a clear separation of poverty and wealth.

Expressways by-pass poverty areas except for the Fair

Park area. Some Negro women in Dallas work as maids in more

affluent areas and travel into better areas of the city. It

is possible that students whose mothers know part of the

area to the north may know something of the location of

affluence. Financial limitations on transportation generally

keep the poor in their home neighborhoods.

The poor in Dallas have become more vocal in protesting

their plight as the Spence neighborhood overpass conflict and

the prolonged battle of Fair Park homeowners illustrate. It

follows from Harrington's discussion of poverty that what is

"heard" will be "seen."

North Dallas and Oak Cliff residents have been increasing-

ly divided as the city has grown with a meeting ground in the

Central Business District remaining to them. As in other

cities suburban shopping centers make this a less frequented

area than heretofore. A tendency for north Dallasites to

think and act as if the world ends at Loop Twelve has been

noted by newcomers to the city. Indeed, a pre-test at the

prep school showed this trend since the area around Southern

Methodist University was considered a slum by freshmen who

took the test. Field trips do take students from the Prep

School into poverty areas on a social welfare basis, so that
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some knowledge of the location of poverty can be assumed on

the part of these students.

State Welfare reports concentrations of poor in the

zones to the south with only incidental welfare cases in

other parts of the city. From the statistics, it is fair to

say that poverty in Dallas is insular and self-perpetuating

for the most part with only a scattering of case poverty in

three-fourths of the land area of the city.

Whether or not poverty is visible to north Dallasites,

and the degree of orientation to parts of the city and. to the

whole city from the two groups of students, remain to be

tested.

It is expected that students will be most familiar with

the neighborhoods in which they live and attend school, and

that their perceptions will reflect this familiarity. The

Dallas Independent School District operates with a "neighbor-

hood concept" of school attendance so that students from the

poverty area high school for the most part live nearby. The

high school chosen for the study is located in south Dallas

and is predominantly black in its enrollment.

Students from the college-preparatory school, which is

privately operated and. located in north Dallas, have a wider

range of home addresses, but the considerable tuition at the

.prep school presupposes that most of the students are from

middle and upper-middle income areas of Dallas. These upper-

income areas are located in the northern section of the city.
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In marking standardized. maps of the city provided for

them, students are expected to exhibit an orientation to their

own parts of the city: that is, south Dallas students will

more accurately identify poverty areas in south Dallas, and

college prep students will be more familiar with the affluent

areas in their section of the city.

In addition to the expected local orientations of the two

groups, the more affluent students, by virtue of their edu-

cation and their performance necessary for them to maintain

their status as students at the prep school, are expected to

show a more cosmopolitan orientation to the city than south

Dallas students. North Dallas students are expected to be

more broadly acquainted with the city in general and to

demonstrate this knowledge by identifying more areas accu-

rately on the maps.

Poverty area students are more limited financially and

may not have the opportunities to travel outside their own

neighborhoods as extensively as the north Dallas students.

The financial limitation on transportation should contribute

to the south Dallas students knowing and accurately marking

fewer areas of the city.

The physical arrangement of the city of Dallas is such

that poverty and affluence are largely separated into two

rather distinct halves of the city. North Dallasites are

more apt to travel through poverty areas in south Dallas on

fast expressways than to travel to them. The notable exception
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to this by-passing of poverty by affluence is the Fair Park

area, an amusement area which houses the Cotton Bowl and.

various museums and attractions to the local populace year-

round. The Fair Park area should be well recognized as a

poverty area, having a high incidence of markings by both

groups of students. Also, for more than a decade, this

area has been in the local news coverage consistently because

of continuing dispute by homeowners in the area with plans

to renovate and expand the park.

Roughly twenty-five per cent of the land area of Dallas

is designated as consisting of poverty areas by official

local agencies, the War on Poverty office and. the State

Welfare office. This fourth of the city is characterized

by large clusters of state welfare cases and families with

low median incomes. Virtually all of this part of the city
considered characterized by poverty is located south of an

imaginary center line through the city. North Dallas houses
the highest median income areas, those over $12,000, with

only a small area to the south having a comparable median

income.

Poverty areas are considered to be the nine postal zones

in which State Welfare records over five hundred families on
welfare as of December, 1970. The census tracts which corre-
spond to the geographical areas of these nine postal zones
have very low median incomes, generally less than $4,000.
Students are asked to mark on a map adapted from the map of
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people in Dallas, viz., those areas where over 500 families

are getting money to live from State Welfare, which are
blighted and run-down and. where families which are not on
welfare have very low incomes, less than $4,000 a year, and
cannot afford to pay much rent.

Upper income areas are defined as "the high income

areas, having incomes of $12,000 and over." Census tract
outlines in north Dallas adapt the postal zone divisions to
smaller areas so that the student's marking can be more
accurate of high income areas.

While the study is limited to the nine poverty areas and

upper and middle income areas within the city limits of
Dallas, Richardson is included on the standardized map for
purposes of geographically orienting the student as well as
determining students' perceptions of this particular suburb.
The drawing of the map is somewhat ambiguous as to whether
or not Richardson is included in areas to be marked, so that

the student has a choice of whether or not to mark it. Since
this suburb had a median income range of $7,000 to $9,999 in
1960, it is not considered an upper income area when compared
to high income areas in Dallas. Richardson, however, does
have a reputation for affluence and a large student population,
some of them prep school students. Hamilton Park, a rela-
tively affluent black residential area located in north Dallas,
is included in the Richardson School District, so that the

37
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black community has ties with the suburb. Markings of the

Richardson area will be tabulated along with the forty-two

areas derived from the thirty-seven postal zones of Dallas

and, the addition of necessary census tract outlines in north

Dallas. It is anticipated that Richardson will be frequently

designated by students as an upper-income area even though

students are not instructed to mark Richardson.

While the socioeconomic and physical nature of a middle

class area such as Richardson makes it highly visible to

most area residents, upper and lower socioeconomic areas are

more likely to be occluded from view. Upper income homes

are often protected by walls and hedges; lower income areas

are by-passed by highways and expressways. Both the highest

and lowest income areas have features which make them less

visible than middle class residential areas.

The purpose of the study is to define both the upper and

lower income areas conceptually and operationally and to

test for accurate knowledge of locations of these areas of

socioeconomic extreme. Perceptions of middle class areas

are necessarily affected by markings of upper and lower

class areas, so that the student's knowledge of the city as

a whole may be tested by analyzing the marks which he draws.

Greater familiarity with home neighborhoods is projected,

with north Dallas students showing more familiarity with the

city as a whole (in addition to their neighborhoods) than

south Dallas students. It follows that poverty area students
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will be somewhat more accurate in marking poverty areas than

north Dallas students.



CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

The Definition of the Slum

The most frequent comment made in the literature of

sociology about slum definition is that it is not defined

consistently. Gist and Fava note that while it has limited

value because of ambiguity involved, it nevertheless has

wide currency. As one defintion, they offer:

One way of viewing the slum is that it is an
area characterized by deteriorated houses
densely occupied by improverished people whose
way of life and standard of conduct are often
at variance with those of people on a higher
socioeconomic level. 1

James A. Quinn, whose neo-orthodox approach has structure

as its central focus, had this to say:

The slum, the blighted area, and the area in tran-
sition may be regarded as types of homogeneous
subareas. The term slum generally implies undesir-
ability as a residential area. Frequently, butnot always, the slum is a blighted area that develops
in an area of transition. The term blighted areamay be used to refer either to a residential or anonresidential area. It refers especially to areas
that have been abandoned by the more respectable ormore profitable functions that once occupied them,
areas that have declined seriously in economicvalue, that are characterized by physical deterio-
ration, and that no longer pay their own way in themetropolitan complex. Residential blighted areasare slums, but not all slums are blighted areas,

1Gist and Fava, p. 175.

40
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for example, shanty towns. Areas in transition
are those in process of change from one functionalusage to another or from a higher to a markedly
lower level of desirability. Each of these typesof areas is characterized by homogeneity of char-
acteristics such as those given above.2

Deterioration itself is the most visible indicator of

poverty for this study; yet, even deterioration is a highly

individual conception. Gist and Fava comment that deterio-

ration makes an area unappealing as a residential area to

most persons.

But one thing is in its favor: comparatively
cheap rents. For this reason it is populated by
people who ordinarily cannot afford to live else-
where. Poverty and physical deterioration thus
go hand in hand . . . various groups may live inseparate sections of the slums or be intermingled
to some extent.

Whether a slum is interpreted in terms ofthe sector or concentric zone theory or some
other proposition, its general location in most
American cities is fairly obvious. Ordinarily
it is situated around or near the central business
district, near heavy industries, or on major trans-portation routes such as rivers or waterways.3

Various groups referred to by Gist and Fava above are Negroes,

Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, immigrants, artists, and intellec-

tuals. Since artists and intellectuals indulge in a somewhat

voluntary poverty, they are excluded from special consid-

eration by the present study. A previous chapter has noted

the distribution of Negroes to form a wedge to one side of the
city and Latin-American concentrations to constitute a wedge

to the other side of the city. Rivers and railroad tracks,

2James A. Quinn, Human Ecology, (New York: 1950), p. 156.
3 Gist and Fava, p. 179.
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heavy industry and the downtown district are located in or
near poverty areas of Dallas, consistent with confirmed

ecological theory.

Median income as reported by census tract from the 1960
Census is considered as a criterion for operationally defining
poverty areas. The problem of constructing a map with easily
recognizable areas of the city for use by high school stu-
dents became difficult from tracted maps of census data.
The choice of a median income of $4,000 or less as a clear
determination of poverty for use in the study was further

analyzed and evaluated.

The local War on Poverty office serves eleven poverty

areas, two of which are located outside the city limits of
Dallas and are outside the scope of this study. The War on
Poverty office referred to State Welfare for definition of
the poverty areas served within the city. State Welfare in
Dallas uses postal zones to describe the distribution of

welfare cases. The nine areas considered poverty areas by
the War on Poverty and State Welfare are postal zone divisions

of the city where five-hundred families or more received

money from State Welfare. The Welfare office reports only
scattered cases of families on welfare in other areas; the
heavy concentrations of poverty in certain areas indicate

aggregate or "insular" poverty. People on welfare are the
poorest people and cannot afford high rents. The use of the
concentrations of families on welfare as indices of poverty



has the advantage of an immediate connotation of extreme
poverty to high school students and, is used by two official
agencies. (See Table I.)

Analysis of census tracts and components of census
tracts included in each of the nine postal zones "designated"
poverty zones indicated that thirty-nine of the seventy-f ive
tracts or components had median incomes under $4,000.

Twenty-six of the tracts exhibited median incomes from $4,000

to $5,999, and ten tracts had median incomes between $6,000
and $7,999. Substantial percentages of families in higher

median income tracts had incomes under $2,000.

Since the nine postal zones of high incidences of wel-
fare cases correspond to areas of the city which have the

lowest incomes, a combination of both characteristics formed

the basis for the question which was asked. 4  The number of
welfare cases was kept as the major criteria but the question

was stated so that the student was asked to look for areas

where both over five hundred families are on welfare and

the majority of incomes are under $4,000.

Another consideration in interpreting incomes in the

tracts included in the nine poverty zones in the city is

the number of dependent aged children in these areas. Census

tracts 101, 102, 103, 104, 106, and the large census tract

4 Figures are from the Dallas Population Handbook,
pp. 31-34, using 1960 census data, unless otherwise specified.Postal zone records of state welfare cases were quoted by theState Welfare Office in December, 1970, and are used in dis-cussion of Zone areas.
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115, all have large concentrations of children 0-5 and 6-17.
Children 0-5 make up twenty and seven tenths per cent to

twenty-nine and four tenths per cent of the population of

these tracts and children from six to seventeen make up

twenty-eight and two tenths per cent to thirty-four per

cent of the tract populations. Ad justments must be made

according to the number of children in the family when poverty
income levels are set, so that families with income between

$4,000 and. $6,000 may have what seems to be additional in-

come.

As shown in Table I, three of the nine zones are com-

posed entirely of census tracts where the median incomes

are less than $4,000. Another zone is composed. of tracts,

two-thirds of which have median incomes under $4,000; the

remaining third. of the tracts have median incomes from

$4,000 to $5,999.

A fifth zone, East Oak Cliff, 75203, includes five

census tracts. One of these tracts has a median income of

$2,951 and the other four tracts range from $4,038 to $5,543.
About fifty-three per cent of the four tracts having median
incomes over $4,000 have combined median incomes less than

$2,000.

Pleasant Grove, Zone 75217, includes part of one large
census tract, Tract 115, which is shared. with two other

poverty Postal Zones. Tract 115 has a median income of

$2,631. Thirty-six per cent of families in this tract have
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incomes under $2,000. Eight tracts in this zone have median

incomes over $4,837. But forty-six per cent of Tracts 116,
117, 118, and 119 have incomes under $2,000 when these tracts

are combined,. Another eighteen and nine-tenths per cent of
combined. tracts of this zone (91 B, 92 A, 93 A, and, 93 B)

have incomes under $2,000. Roughly sixty-five per cent of
the eight tracts in this zone (excluding part of 115) have

incomes under $2,000. The two remaining Postal Zones have

census tracts whose median income ranges from 4,000 to

$5,999. Eight per cent of the families in these two tracts

have incomes under $6,000.

Even though some of the census tracts contained within

some of the Postal Zones have incomes over $4,000, there

seem no question that a majority of families in all Postal

Zones have incomes under $4,000.

The figures from census tracts can not be matched

exactly with Postal Zone areas, since some census tracts are

partly in one Zone and partly in another. For the purpose

of this analysis tracts which are more than half included

in a Postal Zone are analyzed as belonging to that zone.

An exception has been made for the exceptionally large

census tract, 115, which is fractioned among three Postal

Zones, and is mentioned in Table I as partly in the three

Zones of Pleasant Grove, 75217, South Dallas, 75215, and

Fair Park, 75210.



Using Postal Divisions as areas on the questionnaire,

students are asked to fill in areas where they think over

500 families are receiving welfare aid from the state and
where most families have incomes of $4,000 or less. A map

designed by census tract areas where incomes are less than
$4,000 shows two major areas, one to the south and, one to the
west (south of center). This kind of map is to be avoided
because of the popularity of labels such as "South Dallas"
and "West Dallas" in speaking of poverty areas. The area
covered by the nine zones designated as poverty areas by

State Welfare and the local War on Poverty cover a larger

area where median incomes may be slightly over $4,000, but

where fifty to seventy-five per cent of the population have
incomes less than $2,000.

Money has a nebulous value to teen-age boys who have
never worked or needed to work. Even those teen-agers who

have worked in the summer, or who have checking accounts of

their own, have ideas about money which are peculiar to
their stage in life. It is thought that teen-agers are

able to understand a complete lack of money such as Welfare
implies better than they are able to decide areas of $4,000-

$5,999 median income and $6,000-$7,999. The pre-test shows
poverty areas more accurately marked than upper income areas
over $12,000. Cross-hatching was illustrated on the di-
rection sheet and consists of a series of vertical lines

crossed by a series of horizontal lines to form an open-weave

51
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pattern of perpendicular markings. The question was worded

so that upper incomes, those areas with over $12,000 median

income, were to be marked. Areas were marked where some

families undoubtedly have incomes over $12,000, but not

most. The upper income areas of the city constitute a
smaller area than was indicated; for purposes of greater

accuracy in identifying the top areas of the city as dis-
tinct from $8,000-12,000 ranges, more lines were added to

the map. A distortion of Postal Zones in north Dallas is

created. Since there is no reason to keep Postal Zone

divisions in the north Dallas areas, lines designed to

correspond roughly with census tract outlines were inserted

to divide five of the north city postal zones. Table II

shows the census tracts of high median income. The Dallas

North Tollway is routed through the center of affluence

(areas with median incomes over $12,000) from the Lyndon

Johnson Freeway to Turtle Creek near downtown, creating a
wedge-shaped concentration of upper income residences.

Since Postal Zones lines do not reflect this shape, census

tract outlines were needed in three zones between North

Central Expressway and the Dallas North Tollway from Walnut

Hill to Lyndon Johnson Freeway, from Lovers Lane to Walnut

Hill and in Park Cities to Lovers Lane. West of the Dallas
North Tollway between Forest Lane and Walnut Hill Lane

another division was made by census tract, and lines were
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TABLE II

CENSUS TRACTS WITH MEDIAN INCOME
OVER $12,000 IN 1960

Census Tract Median Income
Number in 1960 Location

131 $20,270 North
132 12,483 North
133 17,678 North
134 14,478 North
135 21,344 North

74 18,261 North
75 25,000+ North
76B 21,512 North760 12,972 North
77 13,530 North
95 13,251 North
D1A 12,582 North
D3A 12,928 North
D5 15,433 North
D6 14,718 North61 12,302 South

WO- -WN.W1Ili

Note: Census Tract 61 was excluded from the study
since it is a very small area of affluence
near Hampton and Ledbetter and to mark it
off the map would have singled the area out.

Other tracts which form the north Dallas
wedge are 73-A and D-3-B which have respective
median incomes of 11,527 and 11,961.

Tract 80 near White Rock Lake has a median
income of 11,435.

Source of Data: Lewis Rhodes and Morton King,
Dallas Population Handbook: 160, Urban
Studies Project, Southern Methodist University,
August, 1962.
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drawn West of the Tollway in the Inwood area in two areas

separated by Loop Twleve on the Postal Zone Map.

The map used. is primarily a reflection of the basic
map of Postal Zones within the city limits of Dallas, with

five lines drawn from census tract divisions to reflect

geographic areas represented by upper income neighborhoods.

(See Figure 1.)

Procedures

Students are asked to completely identify by marking

with either pencil or pen the areas of the city in which they
think there are over five-hundred families who are getting
money to live from State Welfare. Since some students may
have no knowledge of the meaning of "getting money from
State Welfare," further definition is included, in the instruc-
tions to the student. People on welfare are described as
the "poorest people who cannot afford to pay much rent."

The student is further informed that the poor usually live
in areas which are blighted and run-down. Other families,
living in these areas have very low incomes (less than

$4,40 a year) and that the less desirable residential areas
are all that both welfare and low income families can afford.
The student is instructed that in the poverty areas there are
both a large number of people of welfare and many people
with very low incomes. The impressions of the students of
the locations of poverty areas are to be checked against the
nine areas of low income and high incidence of welfare as
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revealed by the analysis of median incomes from the 1960

Census and State Welfare statistics.

Since the value of money is perceived differently by

different people at different times according to their cir-

cumstances, the operational definition of upper income

areas was simplified to include both a figure and a qualifying

statement. Rather than explain median income by census tract
to the student whose time for marking was limited, students

were asked to cross-hatch upper income areas where they
thought people lived who have the highest incomes in Dallas.

They were told that people who have high incomes, over

$12,000 a year, live close to each other just as poor people

live close to each other. Markings of areas where students

think upper income families live are to be compared with

census tracts with median incomes of $12,000 and over.

Forty-three areas of the map (see page 55) are coded

so that the designation of each area can be studied. The

following categories are used: upper, lower, fifty per cent

upper and fifty per cent lower, less than fifty per cent

upper, less than fifty per cent lower, marked upper and then

erased, or marked lower and then erased. Residual categories

for uncertainty, indecipherable marks and unusual comments

from the student are included. Middle income areas are con-
sidered to be areas which are not marked. With each zone
numbered and. tabulated, combined markings can be easily

tabulated, and students responses to north Dallas, south
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Dallas, and to the city as a whole are determined. Per-

centages of respondents correctly identifying income areas

are easily determined from the coding. Comparisons can be

made between the two schools.

Qualitative features of the marking of the maps are

more difficult to interpret. A est effect is expected

to occur more frequently with the prep school sample which

should be clear both quantitatively and qualitatively from

the maps. The gestalt effect is a reaction to the city as

a whole and more markings due to the supposed cosmopolitan

orientation of north Dallas students. South Dallas students

are expected to mark fewer areas and. to be most familiar

with poverty.

On the premise that people are more familiar with their

own neighborhoods than with the city as a whole, two samples

were chosen from area high schools which represent opposite

extremes of a socioeconomic-educational continuum. One

sample of 159 junior and senior students from a North Dallas

c'ollege-preparatory school are expected to be more familiar

with upper income areas of the city and less familiar with

poverty areas. The sample of three hundred senior students

from the inner-city predominantly black high school should

be more knowledgeable in marking poverty areas, since they

attend school in that area based on residence in the area,

and less familiar with upper income areas of north Dallas.
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The Dallas Independent School District granted per-

mission for the study in a predominantly black high school

in one of the zones designated as poverty area. The

Principal of the prep school and the Director of Sociology

permitted and assisted with the study in that school.

Local life styles may be manifested by rich as well as

poor, although they may be typical of the poor. The cosmo-

politan life style, which includes knowledge and broad

education, may entail a wider social orbit which excludes

knowledge of the "back-yard" of the city, in this case, the

poverty areas, as Michelson has noted in Man and His Urban

Environment, previously cited.

If poverty areas are not highly visible because of

patterns of transportation in cities, the Dallas area

qualifies by virtue of segregation of affluence largely to

the north, and poverty largely to the south of an imaginary

center line. The Fair Park area which is widely visited by

all social classes because of the location of the Cotton

Bowl where major sports events are staged and the annual

State Fair of Texas is held, should be exception to the

rule of invisibility because of transportation and patterns

of living.

"South Dallas" and "West Dallas" are vague names ,for
poverty areas in Dallas. One of the Postal Zones bears the

name "South Dallas" but there is no corresponding zone labelled
"West Dallas." The zone labelled "South Dallas" is only a
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small fraction of the nine zones constituting the poverty

area. Because of the currency of the labels, it is expected

that the zone labelled "South Dallas" will be frequently

marked. On a pre-test of seniors at the prep School which

asked for questions and suggestions from students, one

respondent inquired "Where is West Dallas?" having dutifully

marked "South Dallas" as a poverty area. The questionnaire

seeks explicit information on the student's knowledge of

the geographical areas involved in poverty and anticipates

that the terms "South Dallas" and "West Dallas" connote

poverty through hearsay knowledge. The label "South Dallas"

is used only because it marks a postal zone included in a

larger area of south Dallas poverty.

The geographical area included by the nine postal zones

overlays the wedge with heavy concentrations of Negroes and

most of the wedge with heavy Latin-American percentages.

Since the questionnaire was intended for administration in a

predominantly black high school in the inner-city area, the
question of ethnicity was not raised. Poverty is a mixture

of white, black, and Latin-American populations, and the

criterion of families-on-welfare seemed to cover all cases

as inoffensively as possible.

Two factors may intervene in the marking of the maps.

Even though the study seeks to be inoffensive to students at

the inner-city high school, an emotional factor may intervene
in this case. Blacks as a group are frequently the subject
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of social research and, some resentment of being constantly

studied may influence markings. Connotations of welfare,

even though the question also asks that families with income

be considered, as well, may arouse resentment. Only senior

students from this school were chosen.

The chief emphases at the all-boy school are quality
education and sports activities. Students from suburbs and

parts of the city other than north Dallas attend the prep

School, which is located in north Dallas' quality education
complex: St. Mark's, Hockaday, Jesuit,and Ursuline Academy.

The basis for admittance is superior ability in educational

pursuits. A high level of performance is expected of the
boys who are allowed. to continue at the school until junior

and senior years. These students can be expected to be
serious in marking of the maps by virtue of their training.
An elective in Sociology is offered and map reading and
drawing are taught in Arts classes. There is some question
that specific knowledge of poverty locations in Dallas may
have been acquired by these students in the course of the
college preparatory education, although such information is
not attained from any one course content.

No analysis of socioeconomic status of students at
either school has been made. The inner-city school

implies attendance by virtue of residence in the area. The
tuition charged by the prep school implies that students

come from families who are able to finance within four years



a substantial amount for the student's education. Some

students attend on scholarships and reduced-tuition but

become part of an upper-middle class social milieu within

three to four years attendance. The school maintains a

rigid code of discipline in dress, activities and social

behavior suitable to leadership roles for which the students

are groomed. Most, if not all, the students are drawn from
areas north of the imaginary center line.

The Instrument

The map used was reproduced from a map of Postal Zones

in Dallas which appears in the Greater Dallas Alphabetical

Telephone Directory. The areas are large enough to be

easily recognizable in comparison with small census tracted

maps. The Postal Zones are the areas used by State Welfare

to keep tract of concentrations of welfare case loads, which

was adopted as the chief criterion for poverty areas.

Poverty areas served by the War on Poverty are classified

according to postal zones. An overlay of median income

under $4,004 coincides with poverty zones. There is some
question that the areas of Postal Zones are too large, since

the suggestions garnered from the pre-test on seniors at the

prep school mentioned that the map could be improved by

landmarks and smaller areas.

Examination of results of the pre-test suggest that

possibly the upper-income areas, which do not nearly coincide
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with the areas of postal zones, should be divided into smaller

areas to coincide with Census data on median incomes of

$12,000 and over. Postal zones in the North Dallas area are

more than twice the size of high income areas in north Dallas,

and. the high income areas cross two or more postal zones.

For this reason, lines have been placed in the postal zones

of North Dallas marking the approximate end of high income

areas. These lines are not dotted but solidly drawn, and,

while they distort Postal Zones in the North Dallas area,

they offer a smaller, clearer area where those familiar with

the area would locate upper income homes. No distortion of

Postal Zones has been made in the South Dallas zones since

they do coincide with poverty income areas, $4,000 or less

as defined by the census. For example, one postal zone of

the poverty area is labelled "Fair Park," another "East

Grand," "South Dallas," "South Oak Cliff," "East Oak Cliff,"

"Pleasant Grove" and one is bounded by the Trinity River,

the Levee, a Toll Road, and the downtown area; the "South-

west" with 928 families on State Welfare has no immediate

connotation of poverty.

The test is for "ready" knowledge which the student

may have of areas of the cities. The study therefore asks

that the respondents not consult each other nor their text-

books to find the location of poverty areas, and that they

finish marking the map within an fifteen minute to one-half
hour interval. This time is allowed for the student to
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familiarize himself with the map, study the directions for
marking, and fill in the areas requested with pen or pencil.

Because of wide publicity, the areas of Fair Park and
South Dallas are two zones which are expected to be marked

most frequently. West Dallas, the area bordered by the river,

Levee, Toll Road and downtown, has not received as much

recent publicity, but has had its share of publicity as a

poverty area of Dallas. The letter "W" has been added to

the border of the map near this zone, with the letters "E"
"N" and S, " to aid the students orientation in reading the

map. West Dallas may be expected to be among those fre-

quently marked by both groups. Whereas poverty is visible

in the Fair Park zone, hearsay knowledge may lead to marking

the other two areas frequently,

The composition of the nine poverty areas by number of
welfare cases and. percentage of total cases is shown in

Table I. This table lists census tracts included in each

Zone, median incomes, percentages of families with incomes

under $2,000 and under $6,000.

The results of the identification of poverty and high
income levels are discussed in the following chapter.



CHAPTER III

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the study were consistent with

expectations: the students at the prep school showed a

more extensive knowledge of the city in that they marked

more areas on the maps in correspondence with the

operational definitions of the areas as upper or lower

income areas. The students from the poverty area high

school often marked only two areas out of a possible forty-
three: the area in which their high school was located and

one upper income area.

For the six upper income areas of the city, the range

of seventy-six to ninety per cent was exhibited for poverty

area students who did not mark a particular area. Prep

school students marked these six areas more often; from

fifty-one to eighty-five per cent marked these areas.

Area Five, where the prep school is located, was

identified as an upper income area most often by both prep

and poverty students. Of the p ep students, eighty-one per

cent correctly marked the area as upper income; of the

poverty students, eighteen per cent correctly marked it.

Area Six, another of the six areas designated upper

income by the study, was the next most frequently identified

64
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area by both schools. This area is bounded by Dallas North

Tollway, North Central Expressway, Walnut Hill Lane and

Lyndon Johnson Freeway. This area was cross-hatched to

identify it as an upper income area by seventy-eight per

cent of the prep and seventeen per cent of the poverty

students. No students identified this area as a poverty

area. Only twenty per cent of the prep sample did not mark

the area, and seventy-seven per cent of the poverty students

did not mark the area upper class.

Area Thirteen, Park Cities, ranked third as an upper

income area by prep students; seventy-two per cent of this

group indicated Park Cities as upper class. While twenty-

two per cent of the prep students did not mark Park Cities

upper income, ninety per cent of the poverty students did

not identify Park Cities this way.

Area Ten, from Lovers Lane to Walnut Hill and from

Airline Road to Dallas North Tollway, was considered by

sixty per cent of the prep students to be upper income

residential in nature. There were seven per cent of the

poverty students who identified this area as upper class.

Again, a larger per cent of poverty students (ninety) did

not mark the area either way--contz'asted with the thirty-

five per cent of the prep students who did not mark the

area either way.

Areas Nine and Twelve, identified on the map by Inwood,

Loop Twelve and Dallas North Tollway, had about equal response
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from prep school students as upper class areas: forty-six

per cent of prep students marked Area Twelve upper class

and forty-five per cent marked Area Nine upper class. Seven
per cent of the poverty sample marked Area Twelve upper
class and five per cent marked area Nine upper class. Ninety-
four per cent of the poverty grpup did not mark Area Nine

either way and ninety-one per cent did not indicate either

status for Area Twelve. Only forty-six and forty-nine per
cent of the prep sample did not mark the area consistent with

about half as many, the higher rates of marking of all
areas by prep students. Six pet cent of the prep students
showed Area Twelve a poverty area and three per cent marked

Area Nine a poverty area, possibly because of the apparent

proximity of these areas to Lov Field on the map. That
the prep students have a wider knowledge of the socio-
economic characteristics of Dallas is again demonstrated

by comparing the range of markigs of poverty areas by
both groups. From thirteen to sixty-four per cent of the

prep students did not mark a poverty area while from

thirty-five to ninety-seven per ent of the poverty

respondents did not mark these areas.

Area Thirty, identified as ISouth Dallas" on the map,
was the area most frequently indGcated as a poverty area by
students from both schools. Area Thirty is bordered by
the area marked "Fair Park" and by South Central Expressway
on the map. It is the area in which the high school is
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located from which respondents were drawn. There were
eighty per cent of the prep sample and fifty-four per cent
of the poverty sample who marked this area as a poverty

area. Only two per cent of the prep sample and three per

cent of the poverty sample thought this was an upper income

area. Thirteen per cent of the prep sample and thirty-five

per cent of the poverty sample did not mark the area in

either fashion. The thirty-five per cent of the poverty

students who did not mark this area represents the low of

the range of per cent not marking an area. The next lowest

per cent of poverty students not marking a poverty area is
in the case of Fair Park, contiguous to South Dallas: sixty-
seven per cent of the group did not correctly mark the area.
East Grand, Area Twenty-five, situated next to Fair Park was
marked by the next largest number of poverty students as a
poverty area, with only thirty-two per cent marked this area.

West Dallas was frequently marked as a poverty area by

poverty students. Seventy-seven per cent of the respondents

did not correctly indicate West Dallas as a poverty area.

The fifty-four per cent of poverty students who marked
"South Dallas," Area Thirty, a lower income area is a high
per cent of correct identification by this group. As has
been pointed out, only eighteen per cent of the poverty

students correctly identified Area Five as an upper income
area and only seventeen per cent correctly identified Area
Six as upper income. Students were more often correct in
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identifying the poverty areas of the city, particularly the

three areas contingent to their high school. They were less

often accurate in their identification of upper income areas

of the city.

Twenty-one per cent correctly identified Area Twenty-
one, Fair Park, as a poverty area; twenty-five per cent of
poverty students correctly identified East Grand, Area
Twenty-five, as a poverty area; eighteen per cent correctly

marked West Dallas, Area Twenty-one, as a poverty area. The
high school where the respondents attend school is located

in the vicinity of Areas Thirty, Thirty-one, and Twenty-five
and the greater number of correct identification of these
areas than any others would support the local orientation of
residents of poverty areas projected by the study.

Most of the students from both schools either marked an
area correctly, according to the socioeconomic definition of

the area, or did not mark it at all. A third possibility,

that of marking an area incorrectly according to its definition
existed. A relatively small per cent of students from both
schools made incorrect identifications of some areas of the

city.

Poverty area students less often incorrectly identified
upper income areas than did the prep students. Some of the
incorrect markings of the prep students may be the result of
their less careful shadings of the various areas. They tended
to mark the maps less carefully, crossing boundary lines, and
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marking broader areas than did the poverty students who

were careful to pick out one or two areas and stay well

within the lines they marked. Of the prep students, eleven

per cent incorrectly identified. Area Thirty-two, labelled

"Bruton Road," as an upper income area. This is almost

twice as high as the greatest per cent of poverty students

to incorrectly identify a poverty area. Only six per cent of
poverty students compared with the eleven per cent of prep

students were incorrect in their identifications. The more

important feature of the data, however, is that more prep

students were correct in their identifications. The fact

that more poverty students did not mark either way is a

factor in these results.

Only three per cent of poverty students incorrectly

marked poverty Areas Twenty-one, Thirty, Thirty-two compared

with nine per cent, two per cent and eleven per cent of prep
school markings. Areas Twenty-eight and Twenty-nine, both

poverty areas, were marked incorrectly by two per cent of

poverty students and by eleven per cent and ten per cent

respectively of the prep students. Only one per cent of

poverty students incorrectly marked poverty areas Twenty-four,

Twenty-five, and Thirty-one, while nine per cent, four per
cent and two per cent of prep students marked these three
areas of poverty as upper income areas. Poverty area
students were less inaccurate in marking poverty areas than
the prep students. It is impossible to say if this incorrect
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identification by prep students was a comedic effort by some

of the students, since the percentages of the prep students

who made correct identifications of poverty areas are higher

than poverty students. The circumstance that more of the

poverty students did not mark much of the map must also be

considered.

TABLE III

PERCENTAGES OF CORRECT IDENTIFICATION
OF AREAS BY STUDENTS

Type of Area

Type of Student Upper Income Poverty

Prep School 65 50
Inner City

School 11 09

A larger per cent of prep school students identified

poverty areas correctly as shown in Table III above. Sixty-

five per cent of prep students correctly marked the six upper

income areas; only eleven per cent of the students from the
inner-city school made correct identifications of these areas.

A divergence in the number of correct identifications of

poverty areas by the students from the two schools is

similarly shown: fifty per cent of prep students and nine

per cent of inner-city students were correct in identifying

the nine poverty areas.

- --
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TABLE IV

PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS WHO DID NOT
IDENTIFY AREA BY TYPE OF STUDENT

Type of Area

Type of Student Upper Income Poverty

Prep School 33 50
Inner City

School 87 79

As shown on Table IV, the prep students did not mark

upper income areas thirty-three per cent of the time and did

not mark poverty areas fifty per cent of the time. The inner-

city students refrained, from marking areas either way

eighty-seven per cent of the time for upper income areas and.

seventy-nine per cent of poverty areas.

Eighty per cent of the prep students identified "South

Dallas" correctly compared to fifty-four per cent of the

students who live and attend school there. Sixty-eight per

cent of the prep students correctly identified "Fair Park"

as a poverty area compared to twenty-one per cent of the

poverty sample. Forty-five per cent of the prep students

compared with only twenty-two per cent of the poverty

students correctly marked "East Grand" a poverty area. Sixty-

eight per cent of the prep students compared to twenty-one

per cent of the poverty students were correct in naming the
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area to the west a poverty area. Sixty-four per cent of the

prep students compared to five per cent of the poverty stu-

dents correctly identified the area labelled "South Oak Cliff"

as a poverty area. In no case did the per cent of correct

identifications of poverty areas by poverty students exceed

the number of correct identifications of poverty areas by

prep students. This finding supports the interpretation

that prep students are more knowledgeable of the city as a

whole than are poverty area students. This knowledge may be

attributed to the fact that students at the prep school own

and drive cars throughout the city to a greater extent than

students from the inner-city school. Also, classes in soci-
ology, an elective at the prep school, may be oriented to

study of poverty and its distribution. Discussions of

poverty are included in some theology classes at the prep

school, and the Sodality has shown interest in problems of

poverty in Dallas. Not all students at the prep school

belong to the Sodality, nor do they all take the sociology

elective. Since the total number of junior and seniors at

the school is small--about two hundred--no effort was made

to select students who may have had formal exposure to

poverty problems and locations in their classroom training

from those who have not. Neither were Sodalists sorted from

the total group of respondents. The advantages of education

and of the means to own cars accrue to the socioeconomic

class who in general can afford private school tuition. The
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advantages which accrue are in line with the projection of a

more cosmopolitan orientation to the community, the city,

and the world which Michelson makes.1

In none of the forty-three designated areas of the city

did the poverty area students have a lesser percentage of no

markings in a particular area than the prep students. In

other words, the prep students identified all forty-three

areas in greater numbers than the poverty area students. In

one area, seventy-three per cent of the prep students did

not mark the map. This was the highest per cent of the

sample which did not mark any area. Ninety-seven per cent

of the poverty students did not mark the map in two cases,

but this ninety-seven per cent is not so atypical of the

lack of answers of poverty area students as the seventy-

three per cent of prep students not marking an area is

atypical of their overall response. Most of the areas had

over seventy per cent no response from poverty students;

most prep no response is well under fifty per cent of

the sample.

In twenty-seven of the areas of the city, over half of

the areas, over ninety per cent of the poverty sample did

not mark the maps. In seven areas, eighty per cent of the

poverty students did. not mark the maps either upper or lower

class. In six areas, over seventy per cent of the sample

'William H. Michelson, Man and His Urban Environment
(Reading, Massachusetts, 197T.~~
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did not mark the maps either way. In only three cases--Area

Twenty-five, Area Thirty, and Area Thirty-one--was the number

of poverty students marking the maps over thirty per cent of

the sample. These three areas which many of the poverty stu-

dents did identify as poverty areas are in or contiguous to

the area in which they live and attend school: South Dallas,

Fair Park, and East Grand. As has been pointed out, the

area most often identified as a poverty area by the inner-

city students is the one in which they spend their school

hours and where they live. This supports the idea that

poverty and factors related to it limits the knowledge of

the larger city, and restricts people to knowledge of and.

perhaps interaction within their immediate environment.

While prep students also identify their own school area as

upper class, which it is, they are more able to identify

other areas of the city, both upper and lower class. This

would seem to support a combination of local and cosmopolitan

life styles for more prosperous citizens.

The area which was not marked either way by prep stu-

dents seventy-three per cent of the time has street names of

Ross and Akard inscribed within it. It would seem as if this
is meant to be downtown Dallas and not a residential area to
be considered either poverty or upper class. Another area,

a poverty area inscribed Routh St. and Fitzhugh on the map,

is contiguous to downtown Dallas and was not marked either

way by sixty-four per cent of the prep students. Area
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Seventeen, a small area between Central Expressway and Park

Cities with no indicators since it resulted from the insertion

of a census tract division into a postal zone to the north,

was not marked as either upper or lower by sixty-seven per

cent of the prep students. Area Thirty-three, identified by

Loop Twelve to the Southwest of the city, was not marked by

seventy-one per cent of the prep sample. Area Forty-one,

on the southern perimeter of the city, was not marked by

sixty-two per cent of the prep sample. Area Thirty-two,

Bruton Road, was not marked either way by sixty-three per

cent of the prep students. In all areas of the city other

than the six just mentioned, fifty per cent and over of the

prep students marked the map in all cases. Since thirty-

seven areas of the city received markings from the prep

students, it appears that they were more willing to mark an

area as to its socioeconomic characteristics than were the

poverty area students. The largest number of marks made by

the inner-city students were in the areas in the immediate

vicinity of their homes and school.

The local-cosmopolitan life style contrast is supported

by the findings. Poverty students seem to be most aware of

their immediate locality. Prep students, while showing a

cosmopolitan orientation to the city as a whole, also display

an orientation to their local area.

As shown on Table V, Area Five where the prep school is
located was selected as an upper income area by eighty-one
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TABLE V

PERCENTAGES OF STUDENTS CORRECTLY IDENTIFYING
UPPER SELECTED INCOME AND POVERTY AREAS

BY TYPE OF STUDENT*

Type of Student

Income Area Prep School Inner-City

Upper Income Area

5 81 18

6 78 17

13 72 07

10 60 07

12 46 07

9 45 05

Lower Income Area

30 80 54
31 68 21

36 64 05
29 49 05

25 45 22

21 44 18

28 42 00

24 26 05
32 21 02

*Appendix A lists identifications of Areas by all
students.
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per cent of the prep boys. Fifteen per cent of them did. not

respond to this area either way. Areas Five, Six, and

Thirteen were correctly marked most by prep students as

shown by the table. Areas Five and Six are continguous on the

map; Area Thirteen is Park Cities. The prep students live in

all parts of the city, and in the Park Cities; most, but not

all, live in the more prosperous parts of the northern part

of the city. Poverty area students also most frequently

identified Areas Five and Six as upper income but not nearly

to the extent that prep students did, supporting local

orientation. The per cent of poverty students not marking

areas either way is always higher than the number of prep

students who do not indicate the nature of a particular area.

That the prep students perceive the north end of town as

generally prosperous is indicated by the fact that Area Two,

bounded by Lyndon Johnson Freeway and Coit Road, and Area

Forty-two, Richardson, have been more frequently marked

upper class by prep students than Area nine, an upper class

area near Inwood and the Dallas North Tollway. The area near

Inwood and Dallas North Tollway houses some of the prep

students, but not the majority of them, and is one of the

most exclusive residential areas in Dallas. Still, forty-five

per cent of prep students identified this as an upper-income

area compared with five per cent of poverty students. Area

Ten, bounded by Lovers Lane and Airline Road, is an established.

upper-income area in Dallas and was identified in sixty per
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cent of the cases by prep students. Area Twelve was marked

forty-six per cent of the time as upper class, but Farmer's

Branch, Area One, was marked upper class sixty-four per cent

of the time by prep students. Farmer's Branch does not have

upper socioeconomic characteristics, although there are some

new neighborhoods there which are above average for the area.

Area Twenty, near White Rock Lake, was indicated to be an

upper income residential area fifty-seven per cent of the

time by prep students. Area Forty-two, adjacent to White

Rock on the west near Lawther Drive, was marked upper

income forty-one per cent of the time by prep students. The

median income in census tracts near White Rock Lake is only

slightly under $12,000; since the median income is simply

the figure that cuts the distribution in half, these resi-

dential areas can be classified as areas where the more

prosperous citizens of Dallas live, even though they do not

meet the strict operational definition of median income of

$12,000 or over of the paper. Poverty students marked these

two areas near White Rock Lake as upper class areas seventeen

and nineteen per cent of the time, about as often as they

identified Areas Five and Six which do meet the strict

operational definition. In conclusion, there can be no

doubt from the differences in the percentages of the two

groups who made correct identifications of upper class areas,

and who were able to mark areas one way or the other, that

the prep students seem to display a more extensive knowledge

of the city of Dallas, both poverty and prosperity.
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Prep students, while correctly identifying their own

neighborhood as an upper class area eighty-one per cent of

the time, also singled out Area Thirty, where the poverty

high school is located, eighty per cent of the time as a

poverty area of Dallas. The fifty-four per cent of poverty

students who identified their own area as a poverty area and

who identified Area Five where the prep school is located

only eighteen per cent of the time would support the notion

that advantaged students are more oriented to the whole city

and more knowledgeable as to its composition. The homes of

the prep students are more widely distributed throughout the

city than the inner-city students' homes are. Knowledge of

the city may be partially a result of the sharing of out-of-

school activities by prep students in homes throughout the

city. Knowledge of the poverty areas may result from specific

classroom instruction, reading on newspapers, field trips,

trips in private cars and the cultivation of a concern for

poverty in these students. Whatever the source, the prep

school students display a broader knowledge of the socio-

economic character of areas in Dallas.

The prep students correctly named the area where their

school is located as upper income eighty-one per cent of the

time. Area Six, which is contiguous, was named upper income

seventy-eight per cent of the time. In contrast, poverty

area students correctly identified the area where their

school is located fifty-four per cent of the time, and the
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contiguous areas twenty-two and twenty-one per cent of the

time. These percentages of total markings for these areas

was greater than the percentages of poverty students who

correctly marked--or marked at all--the five remaining

poverty areas, exclusive of west Dallas. West Dallas was

correctly identified by eighteen per cent of the poverty

students as an area where welfare cases are high and, incomes

are low. Since neither of the schools is geographically

close to west Dallas, knowledge of this area may be from

sources such as newspaper publicity, rather than from local

experience. Forty-four per cent of prep students identified

west Dallas as a poverty area, over twice the per cent of

the inner-city respondents who did so.

Conclusions

The poverty area students show strong orientation to

the immediate vicinity of their high school and their homes.

These students marked fewer areas of the city outside of their

own neighborhood, and were less accurate in identifying both

the upper income areas as designated by the study and the

poverty areas which are not linked to the area around the

high school which they attend. Prep students identified

both the poverty areas and the upper income areas of the city

more often than did poverty area students. The poverty areas

of Dallas, as defined by the study, are more visible to the

upper class respondents than to the residents of poverty
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areas. The poverty areas are all contiguous to the center

of Dallas, and are separated geographically from the wedge-

shaped area of upper socioeconomic residences. Greater

knowledge of the city, including the poverty areas, on the

part of the prep students may be attributed either to

education, orientation to social problems or accessibility

to transportation.

There was a tendency for the most publicized areas to

receive the greatest recognition as poverty areas by both

upper and lower income populations. South Dallas, Fair

Park, and West Dallas were recognized. as poverty areas by

both groups of students. Other areas receiving less pub-

licity were not so easily identified.

Both groups of students more often marked their own

area correctly than any other area of the city, showing a

trend for local orientation on the part of both. Prep

students are more accurate in describing the city as a

whole and the distribution of socioeconomic characteristics

within it. They demonstrate a cosmopolitan as well as a

local orientation.
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APPENDIX A

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TYPE OF IDENTIFICATION
OF AREAS BY TYPE OF STUDENTS

Identified Identified
As Upper as Not

Area Income Poverty Identified
Prep Pov Prep Pov Prep Pov

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

64

57

31

43

81

78

41

34

45

60

45

46

72

24

15

27

26

27

33

57

14

09

04

03

18

17

06

04

05

07

04

07

07

06

05

03

02

03

02

17

01

03

13

02

01

04

05

03

02

01

06

03

19

23

13

04

14

07

04

01

01

01

-w

01

26

34

51

51

15

20

52

55

49

35

51

46

22

54

57

57

67

54

56

37

01

01

02

01

80

87

93

95

76

77

91

94

94

90

95

91

90

89

91

95

97

96

94

77
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Identified
As Upper

Income

Prep Pov

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

09

08

04

09

04

37

20

11

10

02

02

11

07

09

09

05

12

09

07

07

05

41

53

Area

03

03

01

01

01

05

22

02

02

03

01

03

03

03

03

06

07

04

03

05

02

19

14

omm

ON*

MOMNOWWAOM

Identified
as

Poverty

Prep Pov

44 18

31 01

20 01

26 05

45 22

05 -

22 01

42 -

49 05

80 54

68 21

21 02

21 -

32

39 -

64 05

20 02

32 01

33 -

32 01

31 -

02 -.

02 01

Not
Identified

Prep Pov

44 77

57 95

73 97

64 92

46 68

54 91

56 73

45 97

39 89

13 35

29 67

63 93

71 94

56 94

49 95

26 84

58 87

56 93

58 95

59 91

62 97

52 77

41 80
PW w- i
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